Overview of imap-sieve-02

- Append, Multiappend, Copy commands
- Flag changes
- New or changed annotations

- Implicit/explicit Keep applies
- Fileinto, Redirect, Discard, \Deleted set on original
- Notify applies
- Setflag, Deleteflag, and Removeflag apply

- Flag changes caused here do not result in another event
- Not applicable: Reject, Addheader, Deleteheader, Vacation
Interaction with Environment

• New item: cause
  – Values: APPEND, COPY, FLAG, ANNOTATE

• New item: mailbox
  – Value is target mailbox for APPEND, COPY
  – Value is source mailbox for FLAG, ANNOTATE

• New item: changedflags
  – Value is list of names of changed flags

• New item: changedannotations
  – Value is list of names of changed annotations
Associating scripts with events

- Originally planned to use Manage Sieve
- Consensus is for using Metadata
- Mechanism needs to be defined – discussion?
Issues

• Mechanism for associating scripts with events
• Confirm whether extensions that might interact with this need to be normative references
• More examples? Maybe an example that uses only base-spec features?